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SWAT! AND KIKUYU
REDUPLICATION: EVIDENCE AGAINST

EXHAUSTIVE COPY

Long Peng
The University of Arizona

0 Introduction

Two intriguing properties of reduplicative affixes are that they are invariant in shape or weight
and that their segmental makeup is dependent upon the base to which they are attached'. Previous
autosegmental explanations of shape- invariance and base- dependent melody adopt two mechanisms:
i) a skeletal template to account for the consistency in weight and ii) a copying mechanism that
transfers base segmental content into a reduplicative template (Marantz 1982, Broselow and McCarthy
1984, and Levin 1985). These accounts have since come under attack for a number of reasons. One
major criticism concerns the unconstrained nature of templates; in, principle., any string of skeletal
slots can be licensed as a template under these earlier accounts (Clements 1985, McCarthy and Prince
1986, 1987, and Steriade 1988).

As a means of coping with this problem, McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1987) propose that
reduplicative affixes be characterised by prosodically defined templates: i) core syllables (ad, ii) light
syllables (aµ), iii) heavy syllables (am), iv) syllables (a), v) bimoraic feet (F,), vi) iambic feet (F0
mu), vii) disyllabic feet (F60), and viii) prosodic words. An important contribution of prosodic
templates is that they establish prosodic constituency as a criterion for constraining templates, for a
unit that does not correspond to a prosodic constituent can never be licenced as a reduplicative
template. In addition, McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1987) exploit a copying mechanism. Copying can
take two forms: i) an entire sequence of base segmental melody can be targeted for copying; or ii) a
portion of it can be targeted for copying as long as that portion is prosodically defined or
"circumscribed" (McCarthy and Prince 1990). In either case, copying is selective in that it excludes
suprasegmental structures. Hence, I will refer to this model as Selective Copy.

In contrast with Selective Copy, Steriade (1988) puts forward a different prosodic model of
reduplication. Within her model, shape- invariance results from an interplay of weight and syllable
markedness parameters. Among the weight parameters are: i) light syllables, ii) monosyllabic feet, iii)
bimoraic feet, iv) disyllabic feet. These weight parameters differ from prosodic templates posited by
Selective Copy. They are not templates that possess independent prosodic structures even though they
are stated in terms of prosodic units that specify which prosodic constituent is targeted as the
reduplicant2. This conception of weight parameters forces a different copying apparatus. Copying

' I acknowledge with much gratitude valuable criticisms and insights on an earlier draft of this
paper from Diana Archangeli and Mike Hammond. In addition, this paper benefits from comments
from Masahide Ishihara, James Myers, Kelly Sloan and Cari Spring. A previous version of this paper
was presented at Arizona Phonology Conference III; subsequent discussions with some participants
of this conference are gratefully acknowledged here. My research on Kikuyu is made possible
partially by a grant from the Graduate Student Program Development Fund at the University of
Arizona.

2 Following Spring (1989), I define as "reduplicant" that portion of melodies that make up a
reduplicative affix. A reduplicant is equivalent to a reduplicative affix; they are used interchangeably
in this paper.
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must be exhaustive: it must target both the segmental melody and the prosodic structure of the base.
This is critical; without the prosodic constituents of the base, weight parameters cannot select which
unit of the copied base to retain as the reduplicant. In the following, I will refer to this model as
Exhaustive Copy.

This brief contrast demonstrates two radical differences between Selective Copy and Exhaustive
Copy: i) templates vs. parameters and ii) selective vs. exhaustive copying. These differences impose
a further contrast in expressing insertion of base - independent melody. Whereas insertion can make
reference to the prosodic units of a template with Selective Copy, it cannot rely on parameters with
Exhaustive Copy. Insertion can and must be defined by an existing prosodic structure of the base.

This distinction becomes significant in examining Swati diminutive reduplication, which shows
a base -independents vowel a in its reduplicant. What is important about this melody is that it is
present only when a base cannot supply sufficient segmental content for a foot -sized reduplicant
tiñ,- i- lingis `resemble a little' vs. goba -gob `bend a little'. The question addressed here is whether or
not these two proposals can express a insertion. I demonstrate that a insertion cannot be formally
stated by Exhaustive Copy. Crucial to the argument is that an insufficient base is lacking not only in
segmental melody but also in prosodic constituency essential for defining the locus of insertion.

Motivation for an insertion treatment takes two steps. First, internal evidence from passive
formations suggests that i functions as the default vowel -not a. Second, this a behaves in Kikuyu4
like an architypical instance of "prespecification" in that it overrides any vowel in the base. As
mentioned in footnote 4, Kikuyu and Swati are both members of the Bantu family. Moreover,
reduplication as a diminutive marker is an important and widespread property of Bantu morphology
(Meinhof 1932). This suggests that Swati a should be treated on a par with Kikuyu a since it cannot
be filled in by default.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 1 contrasts the two models of reduplication through
examples from Tagalog. Section 2 applies Selective Copy to an account of Kikuyu and Swati
reduplication. In particular, I demonstrate that Swati a requires an insertion treatment in consideration
of both internal and external evidence. Section 3 spells out the argument against Exhaustive Copy
from Swati a. In Section 4, I discuss some further implications of the templatic vs. parametric
opposition for an overall theory of morphology. The critical point emerging from this discussion is
that morphological processes such as Semitic roots and Japanese hypocoristics require access to
templates; the parametric approach falls short on this score.

3 Note that a base - independent melody is defined as: i) a melody of the reduplicant that overrides
a corresponding segment in the base, e.g. cará -carek `pop a little' in Kikuyu; or ii) a melody that
cannot be supplied by a base too small for the reduplicant, e.g. goba -gob `bend a little' in Swati. In
either case, they are independent of the base from which a reduplicant is derived. I use
"prespecification" in its theoretical sense. Prespecification is prelinking to a template. McCarthy and
Prince (1986) and Steriade (1988) use "prespecification" both in its descriptive and theoretical senses.
In its descriptive sense, "prespecification" is equivalent to i). In its theoretical sense, it indicates a
mechanism as defined above. Occasionally, I have to refer to i). In such cases, the term
"prespecification" is quoted. A quoted "prespecification" is to be distinguished from an unquoted
prespecification; the latter refers to a theoretical mechanism.

4 Swati is a Bantu language spoken in some portions of South Africa and Mozambique. Kikuyu
is likewise a Bantu language spoken in Kenya. Diminutive reduplications presented here are not
limited to Swati and Kikuyu. Reduplications with similar semantic and phonological properties are
abundant in the languages of the Bantu family (Meinhof 1932). For instance, Kinande is another case
with similar reduplications analysed in detail by Mutaka and Hyman (1987).
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1 Two Models of Reduplication

An important conceptual contrast between Selective Copy and Exhaustive Copy is how a shape -
invariant reduplicant is derived. With Selective Copy, a single prosodic template is sufficient to
explain a given reduplicative process in a language. Under Exhaustive Copy, an identical
reduplicative affix can be accounted for by one or a subset of parameters on weight and syllabic
markedness. This contrast will become apparent when we examine the Tagalog Recent Perfective
reduplication. A consequence of the difference is that whereas Selective Copy posits a single core
syllable ("e) template, Exhaustive Copy relies on the interaction of two parameters. A further
contrast that will emerge from this discussion is how copying is executed by the two proposals;
Exhaustive Copy, not Selective Copy, is forced to target both segmental and prosodic information for
copying.

The differences in templates versus parameters and selective versus exhaustive copying have a
significant impact on the formal expression of base -independent melody. Crucially, it will be shown
that base - independent melody can be stated only through insertion into a prosodic position of the
copied base by Exhaustive Copy. This is because parameters are not constituents with prosodic
structures. But Selective Copy is not similarly restricted. Base - independent melody can be achieved
through either prespecification and insertion into a prosodic template.

1.1 Selective Copy

An important component of Selective Copy is its set of prosodic templates which includes: i) core
syllables (Ye), ii) light syllables (o ), iii) heavy syllables (am), iv) syllables (a), v) bimoraic feet
(F , vi) iambic feet (Fa xi), vii) disyllabic feet (FeO), and viii) prosodic words. Of particular
interest to this demonstration is the core syllable template (ce). A core syllable is universally defined
as consisting maximally of a CV sequence. An empirical consequence of this template is that it
simplifies complex onsets, for a maximum of one onset consonant is sanctioned by oc.

Consider the Tagalog Recent Perfective reduplication in (1)6. The contrast between (la) and (lb)
shows that consonant clusters are licensed as the syllable onset (tr in trabaho) in the base; yet, tr is
reduced to t in the reduplicant

(1) a. ka -ta- trabaho just finished working
b. ka- gá -galit just got mad

McCarthy and Prince (1986) posits a core syllable template ac to derive the reduplicant. A derivation
for ka- ta- trabaho is illustrated in two steps. (2a) shows that a ac template is prefixed and the entire
segmental melody is copied to the left of the base. (2b) is the result of the left -to -right mapping.

5 Note that this statement should not be taken to mean that Selective Copy is simpler than
Exhaustive Copy since it requires only one template. Templates and parameters are theoretical
mechanisms built into the two models of reduplication. Their significance does not lie in the
numerical value but in their ability to handle the empirical data. Numbers are used only to highlight
the different ways in which a reduplicant is derived.

6 For clarity, the reduplicant is underlined; a dash is used to mark morpheme boundaries. Where
ambiguous, a period is inserted to indicate syllable boundaries.
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(2) (a) (b)

o

7,1
I I III

trabaho trabaho --> trabaho trabaho

Two points need to be emphasized. First, t alone saturates the onset of ac, given the definition of core
syllables. Second, copying selects only the segmental information. The empirical effect is that a single
template not only derives the base -dependent melody but also functions to eliminate the non -initial
onset consonant r in the reduplicant.

1.2 Exhaustive Copy

In direct contrast with prosodic templates, parameters of weight and syllablic markedness
constitute an important component of the formal machinery required by Exhaustive Copy. These
parameters serve as instructions which are executed by satisfaction procedures. An illustration of
parameters and satisfaction procedures is shown below:

(3) a. Weight Parameters:
-whether copy is monosyllabic or polysyllabic
-if monosyllabic, whether light or heavy

b. Parameters of syllabic markedness:
-are complex onsets permissible

c. Satisfaction Procedures:
-monosyllabic template: eliminate all but the first /last
syllable
-no complex onsets: eliminate all but initial segment in
onset

Note that weight parameters are defined in terms of prosodic constituents such as syllables.
Consequently, for a weight parameter to be executed by satisfaction procedures, there must be
prótodic constituents in the copied base.

Of interest to the reduplication in Tagalog are two parameters: i) light syllable and ii) complex
onset. The settings for the two parameters are given in (4a). These setting are then executed by the
satisfaction procedures in (4b):

(4) a. Weight: unfootable domain
( =light syllable)

complex Onset: unmarked setting
(onset may not be complex)

b. Satisfaction Procedures:
-monosyllabic template: eliminate all but the first
syllable
-no complex onsets: eliminate all but initial segment in
onset

Since the Tagalog reduplication is prefixal, the satisfaction procedure eliminates all but the first
syllable. A derivation of ka -ta- trabaho just finished working' demonstrates how weight and syllablic
markedness parameters are executed. My notations in (5) follow Steriade (1988) who maintains that
syllables are composed of onsets (0) and rhymes (R). In (5a) is a full copy of the base including both
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segmental melody and syllable structures. (5b) results from executing the weight parameter by means
of the satisfaction procedure. The noninitial onset consonant r is removed through the complex onset
parameter in (5c).

(5) (a)

a 0 a 0 0 0 0

(b)

0 a 0 0

(c)

0 0 0
//I/I/I //I/I/I //I //I/I/I /I //I/I/I
OOROROR OOROROR OOR OOROROR OR OOROROR
IIIIIII IIIIIII III 1111111 II IIIIIII
trabaho trabaho --> tra trabaho --> ta trabaho

What is important here is: i) the reduplicative affix is obtained by executing two parameters on weight
and syllable markedness, as shown in (5b) and (5c); and ii) copying is exhaustive in that it must target
the syllablic structure as well as the segmental melody (5a). Moreover, exhaustive copying is a
necessity driven by parameters that are themselves defined in terms of prosodic constituents.

What this demonstration points to are two radical differences between Selective Copy and
Exhaustive Copy: i) templates versus parameters, and ii) selective versus exhaustive copying. More
importantly, the above differences necessitate a further contrast in how the two models treat base-
independent melody in reduplication.

1.3 Base -independent melody

An important fact about base- independent melody is that it appears at a specific prosodic
position of the reduplicant. If prespecification is invoked as the mechanism, a template with prosodic
structures is needed. If insertion is invoked, there must be prosodic constituency to define the locus
of insértion. Under Selective Copy, reduplicative templates possess prosodic structures; therefore,
prelinking to or insertion into a prosodic template are possible from a theoretical point of view. But
with Exhaustive Copy, there is one and only one option; insertion must be defined by the prosodic
constituency of the copied base.

As an illustration, let's consider how these two models treat the base- independent vowel a in
cara -carek `pop a little' in Kikuyu. One option with Selective Copy is to posit a template with a
prelinked a, as shown in (6a). Left -to -right mapping stops when the template is saturated by car
together with the prelinked melody, as shown in (6b):

(6) (a) (b)

F F
/ \ / \
0 0 0 0 0 0 a a

I

u
I I I III iii /Is /Is
a I I

carek carek --> carek carek

A second option with Selective Copy is through insertion: the locus of insertion can be defined as the
nucleic position of the second syllable in the template. (7c) shows the effect of the insertion:
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('7 ) (a) (b) (c)

F F F
/ \ / \ / \
a a a a a a a a a a a a

II /141 ki I1 II
carek carek --> carek carek --> carak carek

Note that insertion into a template is possible because templates come with prosodic constituency
under Selective Copy.

In contrast, prelinking is not possible with Exhaustive Copy. Nor is insertion into a template, for
weight parameters are not templates with prosodic structures. However, as Steriade (1988) has argued,
insertion can be defined by the prosodic constituency of the copied base. In this case, a insertion can
be stated as: insert a into the nucleic position of the second syllable in the copied base. In (8a) we see
a full copy of the base. (8b) shows the result of executing a disyllabic foot parameter. Insertion into
the copied base is illustrated in (8c),

(8) (a) (b) (c)

F F F F F F/\ /\ /\ /\ /\ /\a a a a a a a a a a a a
/I/I /I/i /I/I /I/I /I/I /I/I
ORORO ORORO OROR ORORO OROR ORORO
IIIII IIIII IIII 11111 IIII 11111
carek carek --> care carek --> cara carek

It must be pointed out here that templates supply the prosodic structure in (6 and 7), but the base
supplies the prosodic structure in (8).

The above difference matters in a language where the base is smaller in weight than the
reduplicant. Imagine that a language possesses a foot -sized reduplication that is derived from a CV
syllable (CVCa -CV). Further, a is base - independent. Under Selective Copy, this a can be derived via
prespecification (6) or insertion into a template (7). However, insertion into the copied base is the
only option with Exhaustive Copy. By being smaller, the copied base lacks the exact prosodic
structure needed to define the locus of insertion as shown by the paratheses:

(9) a a a
/I /1 /I
OR OR OR
I I II II
cv --> cv ( ) cv

An exhaustive copy of a CV syllable yields only another CV syllable. If base -independent melody
must be defined on the basis of the copied base, then there is no prosodic structure upon which the
insertion can be defined. I argue that Swati reduplication presents such an instance of reduplication;
consequently, it provides evidence against Exhaustive Copy.

2 For Selective Copy

Two crucial properties of Selective Copy are its prosodic templates and selective copying
apparatus. These properties provide an appealing account of Swati reduplication. In particular, it is
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argued that i) the Swati reduplicative affix manipulates a foot -sized template and ii) the base -
independent a is to be treated on a par with archetypical cases of "prespecification" in the sense of
McCarthy and Prince (1986) and Steriade (1988). Evidence for i) stems from the C and CVC roots
which inevitably surface with a foot reduplicant. With regard to ii) there is independent evidence in
Swati that demonstrates that i is the default vowel, not a. Further evidence for ii) comes from the
base - independent a in diminutive reduplication of Kikuyu.

Kikuyu reduplication is important as a comparison with Swati. Like Swati, Kikuyu manipulates
a foot -sized reduplicant as a marker of diminutives. Moreover, the base -independent melody a is
present in both languages. Kikuyu a is in any respect a typical case of "prespecification" in that it
overrides any existing melody in the base. This fact, together with evidence for a default i in Swati,
supports an unified account of Kikuyu and Swati base -independent melody, namely, via insertion.
I discuss Kikuyu reduplication in Section 2.1 before moving on to an analysis of Swati reduplication
in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 establishes insertion as the mechanism of stating base - independent melody
to the exclusion of prespecification.

2.1 Kikuyu reduplication'

Two important properties of Kikuyu diminutive reduplication will become evident from this
section. First, there is independent evidence from verb and noun morphology that motivates a
disyllabic template. In addition, Kikuyu base- independent a is a typical case of "prespecification"
used in the sense of McCarthy and Prince (1986) and Steriade (1988). In this section, I assume that
Kikuyu a is inserted, postponing my motivation for insertion and against prespecification to Section
2.3.

Consider the following examples of reduplication from Kikuyu. In (10 -11), we observe a copy
of either an initial CVC or VC sequence from the base. However, in both cases, a base - independent
vowel a emerges together with (C)VC sequences as part of the reduplicative affix.

(10) CVC... --> CVCa-CVC...

a. CVC rOr see
b. CVCVC carek pop
c. CVCVCVC holgotok wander

(11) VC... --> VCa-VC...

a. VC and set aside
b. VCVC ieora yield
c. VCVCVC a6imor sneeze

rOra -rOr see a little
cara -carek pop a little
ho'ga- ho'gotok wander a little

a"da -and set aside a little
iea -ieor yield a little
aoa- aeimor sneeze a little

With regard to the base- independent a, it is evident from the contrast between (10a) and (10bc) and
between (11a) and (11bc) that a can surface in a vacant position or override a corresponding segment
in the base. Moreover, a consistently appears as the 2nd syllable nucleus of the reduplicant.

An analysis of Kikuyu reduplication based on Selective Copy is presented in (12).

7 Data for diminutive reduplication in Kikuyu come mainly from Benson (1964) and Sharp (1960).
My consultations with Peter Mwangi, a native Kikuyu speaker, confirm the data discussed in this
paper. My appreciation goes to Peter Mwangi for his help in this project.
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(12) a. Prefix a disyllabic template.
b. Copy the base melody.
c. Map the base melody from left to right.
d. Insert A into the second syllable of the template.
e. Erase stray segments.

Note that a disyllabic template is posited for Kikuyu, an assumption that will be motivated shortly.
Notice also that a is inserted and its epenthesis makes reference to the prosodic constituent of the
disyllabic template. Two derivations illustrate the above analysis.

Consider the derivation in (13) first. (13a) shows that a foot -sized template and a copy of base
melody have been attached to the left of the base. (13b) presents the result of mapping which
associates first four segments with the template. As Kikuyu forbids coda consonants, the final k is
not incorporated into the template. In (13c), a is inserted, replacing the original vowel.

(13) cara -carek 'pop a little'

(a)

F
/
0 0 0 0

-->
µ

II
carek carek

(b) (c)

F F/i /\
a a 0 o a o 0 0

_->

II II kh IIcarek carek carak carek
Similarly, we observe in (14a) the affixing of the template and the copied base melody. (14b) links
base melody with the template; (14c) inserts a into the template.

(14) rOra-rOr 'see a little'
(a) (b) (c)

F F F/ \ / \ / i
a 0 0 a 0 a 0 0

-->

i

rOr rOr
I I

rOr rOr

-->

/14
rOra rOr

A critical component of this analysis is the disyllabic template. Evidence for disyllabicity comes
from two sources. First, a survey of the only available Kikuyu - English dictionary (Benson 1964)
shows that all verbs are minimally disyllabic, apart from a total of fifteen monosyllabic verbs. This
survey is confirmed independently by Sharp (1960). Peng (1990) demonstrates that the surface
monosyllabic verbs are bisyllabic in underlying representation and that monosyllabicity results from
an independent phonotactic constraint on word -final vowels. With respect to reduplication, the
monosyllabic verbs invariably appear with a disyllabic reduplicant:
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(15) Reduplication of Monosyllabic Verbs

a. hE give hEE.a -hEE -a
nE hand over nEE.a -nEE -a
tE discard tEE.a -tEE -a

b. rea eat ree.a -ree -a
hoa dry up hoo.a -hoo -a
kua die kuu.a -kuu -a

give a little
hand over a little
discard
eat a little
dry up a little
die a little

A detailed analysis of (15) is beyond the scope of the paper. For such an analysis, see Peng (1990).
Second, Kikuyu noun morphology is sensitive to whether the base noun is disyllabic or

monosyllabic. Thus, a disyllabic root taking Classes 1/3 noun prefix mo can be marked for
diminutives by replacing Classes 12/13 noun prefixes ka /to for mo (16a). But a monosyllabic root
retains its Classes 1 /3 prefix when forming the diminutive with ka /to (16b):

(16) Nouns with classes 12/13 prefixes: ka and to

a. Roots that are disyllabic or longer

Classes Class 12
Roots 1 or 3 Singular

rani mo-rani ka-rani
ciiri8ania mo-ciiri$ania ka-ciiri6ania

Class 13
Plural Gloss

to -rani child
to- ciiriOania judge

b. Roots that are monosyllabic

Classes Class 12 Class 13
Roots 1 or 3 Singular Plural Gloss

ndu mo-ndu ka-mo-ndu to-mo-ndu man
*ka-ndu *to-ndu

ti mo-ti ka-mo-ti to-mo-ti tree
*ka-ti *to-ti

(McGregor 1905, 16-37 & Bennett et.al 1985, 114-119)

Likewise, Classes 7/8 augmentative prefixes ke /e are sensitive to whether the root is monosyllabic or
disyllabic as well. When the roots are monosyllabic, Classes 1/3 prefix mo is retained, not replaced,
as illustrated in (17):

(17) Nouns with classes 7/8 prefixes: ke and e

a. Roots that are disyllabic or longer

Roots

rani
ciirieania

Classes
i or 3

Class 12
Singular

mo-rani ke-rani
mo-ciiri8ania ke-ciiriOania

92
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b. Roots that are monosyllabic

Classes Class 7 Class 8
Roots i or 3 Singular Plural Gloss

ndu mo-ndu ke-mo-ndu e-mo-ndu man
*ke-ndu *e-ndu

ti mo-ti ke-mo-ti e-mo-ti tree
*ke-ti *e-ti

(McGregor 1905, 16 -37)

These contrasts demonstrate that disyllabicity is not an isolated property of reduplication. Diminutive
and augmentative affixations behave differently, depending on the number of syllables in the root.

The above account of reduplication calls for two important mechanisms: i) a disyllabic template
and ii) a insertion. Evidence from verb and noun morphology both point to disyllabicity as a
significant property of Kikuyu. Furthermore, the above data reveal two properties of the base -
independent a: i) a appears in any position, empty or occupied and ii) a is limited to the second
syllable of the template. These two properties together establish Kikuyu a as a case of
" prespecification" in its descriptive sense. Even though this base -independent melody can in principle
be analysed as involving prelinking to the disyllabic foot template, I argue for insertion and against
prespecification in Section 2.3.

2.2 Swati reduplication'

One significant aspect of diminutive reduplication concerns the base -independent vowel a in
Swati. In particular, we will see that this vowel surfaces only where the base fails to supply a melody
and it is not limited to a given position in the reduplicant. These two properties of Swati a are directly
opposed to Kikuyu a in two ways: i) Kikuyu a is present whether the base can or cannot provide the
required melody, and ii) Kikuyu a is constrained to a specific location of the template. To astute
readers, these differences might suggest that Swati a is a default vowel while Kikuyu a is an instance
of "prespecification" in the sense of McCarthy and Prince (1986) and Steriade (1988). In Section 2.2.2,
I provide an independent argument against a default a in Swati. The analysis of the Swati
reduplication is spelt out in Section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Analysis

First, consider how CVCVC verbs reduplicate in Swati. As shown in (I8), the leftmost CVCV
sequence is copied and prefixed to the base9:

8 Data of Swati reduplication are taken mainly from Ziervogel and Mabuza (1976). In all cases,
I follow their orthographic system in this paper. Note that all sequences of adjacent consonants are
to be treated as a single segment, except for a consonant -glide sequence.

9 Reduplication data presented in (18) through (21) involve C, VC, CVC, CVCVC roots.
According to Ziervogel and Mabuza (1976), CV and CVCV roots are not attested in Swati. VCVC
roots are attested. However, there is independent evidence showing that the initial vowel of VCVC
roots is "latent "; that is, it is not present at the time when reduplication takes place. Thus, VCVC roots
behave in all respects like CVC roots.
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(18) CVCVC Verbs: CVCVC --> CVCV -CVCVC

a. lingis resemble lingi -lingis resemble a little
b. khulum talk khulu -khulum talk a little

Note that no base - independent melody is present in the reduplicative affixes of (18). Examination
of CVC verbs shows a somewhat distinct pattern in (19). In particular, the reduplicant surfaces with
a full copy of the base together with the base- independent vowel a.

(19) CVC Verbs: CVC --> CVCa -CVC

a. gob bend goba -gob bend a little
b. dial play dlala -dial play a little

This same a is observed in VC verbs as well. What distinguishes CVC from VC roots is the presence
of y in the latter.

(20) VC Verbs: VC --> VCa -yVC

a. os roast osa -yos roast a little
b. ent do enta -yent do a little

A further property ofa is revealed by C verbs in (21) where a appears right after the root consonant
in the first syllable of the reduplicative affix. In addition, y and i are filled in to make up the second
syllable:

(21) C Verbs: C --> Cavi -C

a. n rain nayi -n
b. dl eat dlayi -dl

rain a little
eat a little

To summarize, a is filled in only when the base fails to supply sufficient segmental melody: linzi-

lingis vs. goba -gob or osa -yos. And a is not fixed to any specific location in the reduplicant: goba -gob
or osa -yos vs. navi -n.

Apart from the base- independent a, a recurring pattern of the reduplicative affix from (18) to
(21) is that it is invariantly disyllabic. This shape- invariant property of Swati reduplication is quite
robust, considering that three additional segments can be epenthesized to meet the disyllabic
requirement. I take this to indicate that Swati diminutive reduplication manipulates a disyllabic
template. Further evidence for disyllabicity will be shown in Section 2.2.2.

One further aspect of Swati reduplication that calls for explanation is the presence of y in both
(20) and (21). I argue below that y epenthesis is conditioned by a phonotactic constraint banning
vowel clusters in Swati. Evidence for this constraint comes from vowel elision present in both
compounding and -ana suffixation. In verb -noun compounding, we see the elision of the second
vowel when a vowel -final verb is combined with a vowel - initial noun, as shown in (22):

(22) Verb -Noun Compounding

a. cosha indvodza ema- cosha- ndvodza ashes
b. phandza ematala im- phandza -oratala fowl

With regard to -ana, a suffix marking diminutives on nouns, we see the deletion of the first vowel
when -ana is suffixed to a noun that ends with a vowel:
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(23) -ana Suffixation

a. lilawu -ana
b. ligwayi -ana

lilaw-ana
ligway-ana

boys' hut
tobacco

Taken together, (22) and (23) show that either the first or second vowel can be dropped when two
vowels come together. Even though this is not direct evidence for an epenthetic y, it does indicate that
a constraint forbidding vowel clusters is operating in Swati. One plausible explanation for y epenthesis
in (20) and (21) can be found in the disyllabic constraint on the reduplicative template. In the case
of VCa -yVC in (20), the elision of the first vowel (that is a) would result in a monosyllabic
reduplicant. With regard to Cayi -C in (21), the deletion of the first or second vowel would render the
reduplicative prefix smaller than the required disyllabic foot. Thus y is called for in reduplication to
resolve a constraint violation that cannot be handled by elision.

In the following, I outline the essential components of an account of Swati reduplication on the
basis of Selective Copy.

(24) a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

g

Prefix a disyllabic template.
Copy the base melody.
Map the base melody from left
Insert á in an empty position
to right.
Insert i in an empty position
Insert y between two adjacent
Erase stray segments.

to right.
of the template from left

of the template.
vowels.

Of importance here is a insertion conditioned by an unfilled template. This is possible because a given
prosodic template licenses a particular sequence of segmental melody.

A yet unmotivated aspect of (24) is that a and i are both stated via insertion. As Section 2.2.2 will
show, i is a default vowel, not a. This has two implications for (24). First, i insertion need not be
stated as a rule. Its appearance can be viewed as an automatic consequence of filling in i "s featural
content that is left unspecified in underlying representation. Second, a ought to be expressed via
either an insertion rule or prespecification. For the moment, I will assume insertion as the mechanism
for expressing a and ï.

Consider now a step -by -step derivation of a C verb. In (25a) a foot template is prefixed, together
with a copy of the base. Mapping in (25b) scans leftwards and incorporates the only base consonant
into the template. (25c) and (25d) show the result of a and i insertion. As a and i create a vowel
sequence, y is epenthesized in (25e):

(25) nayi-n 'rain a little'

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

F F F F F
/\ /\ /\ /\ /\
Q Q tf Q a Q o tf [f ß

--> --> --> I -->

I LZnn n n n na n nayi n

In contrast with (25), consider another derivation of a CVCVC verb. We see in (26b) that the initial
CVCV sequence is mapped into the foot template. Rules (24d) through (24f) are either blocked
because the template is already saturated or inapplicable when there is no conditioning environment
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for y epenthesis. Since no coda consonant is allowed in a syllable, m is erased through (24g).

(26) khulu-khulum 'talk a little'

(a) (b) (c)

F F
/ \ / \ Insertions
0 0 0 0

--> -->

/;/; t BLOCKED
,/is

khulum khulum khulum khulum

This account of the base -independent melody a relies on an important component of Selective
Copy: prosodic templates. By definition, a template is a prosodic architecture unspecified for
segmental melodies. This makes it possible to refer to an unspecified prosodic position in the template.
As demonstrated by the contrast between CVCVC and C /VC /CVC roots, access to an unfilled
prosodic position is crucial in defining the locus of insertion.

2.2.2 For the default i

The above examination of Swati reduplication has identified two properties of the base -
independent a. First, its appearance is conditioned by an unfilled template. Second, it is not restricted
to a single position in the reduplicant. These two attributes may lead to the conclusion that a is a
default vowel in that it is devoid of featural content in underlying representation and its features are
filled in via redundancy rules. Steriade (p.c.) suggests this possibility for the Swati a. It turns out,
however, that Swati passive conjugations suggest that i is the default vowel, not a. Formation of
simple passives take one of the two suffixes w and iw. I argue that w is the underlying form and i
surfaces only when the passive verb is less than two syllables. Motivation for a disyllabic constraint
on passive formation comes also from perfect passive conjugations in Swati. Two results will emerge
from this discussion. First, i is the default vowel. Second, the disyllabic constraint imposed on
reduplicative affixes is evidenced independently in passive formation.

Simple passives can be formed by attaching either one of the two suffixes: w and iw. When the
passive suffix is attached to a CVC or longer root, only w is added, appearing between the root and
the final vowel (FV).

(27) Root Root + FV Passive Gloss

a. val val -a val -w -a close
b. esus esus -a esus -w -a take away
c. jikijel jikijel -a jikijel -w -a throw

Note that the results of simple passives are always two or more syllables long.
In contrast, a verb consisting of a single consonant is passivized by suffixing not w but iw, as

shown below:

(28) Root Root + FV Passive Gloss

a. dl dl -a dliw -a eat
b. ph ph -a phiw -a give

I argue that this variant iw is derived from an underlying w. i is filled in when a simple passive verb
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is smaller than disyllabic. It turns out that this sensitivity to disyllabicity is not only present in the
formation of simple passives but also perfect passives.

First, consider how perfect verbs are conjugated. A CVC or longer root can take either a long
perfect suffix ile or a short perfect suffix e.

(29) Root ile e Gloss

a. lahl lahl -ile lahl -e throw away
b. lahlek lahlek-ile lahlek -e lose
Similarly, a C verb can take a long perfect or a short perfect

(30) Root ile e Gloss

a. dl dl -ile dl -e eat
b. ph ph -ile ph -e give

With CVC or longer roots, a long perfect can be rendered passive by substituting w for l in ile, a short
perfect can be passivized by inserting w before the perfect suffix e:

(31) Root iwe w -e Gloss

a. lahl lahliwe lahl -w -e throw away
b. lahlek lahlekiwe lahlek -w -e lose
But with respect to a C verb, Ziervogel and Mabuza (1976, 83) note that it can have a long perfect,
but not a short perfect.

(32) Root iwe w -e Gloss

a. dl dl -iwe *dl -w -e eat
b. ph ph -iwe *ph -w -e give
The explanation for the attested lahl -w -e versus the unattested *dl -w -e lies in the disyllabic
constraint on passive formations, regardless of whether it is a simple passive or perfect passive. With
respect to a CVC or larger root, w suffixing alone renders it disyllabic: lahl -e - -> lahl -w -e. Yet
attaching w to a C verb is insufficient to create a disyllabic short perfect passive since w can be
syllabified as the onset with dl (33b). Consequently, i is called for to maximize the base to meet the
disyllabic requirement on passive formation, as shown in (33c):

(33) (a) (b) (C)

a ß ß a

A Asi1di e --> di w e --> dl i w e
Note that as a result, the distinction between a long perfect passive and a short perfect passive is
completely neutralized on the surface. This account provides a straightforward explanation for
Ziervogel and Mabuza's (1976, 83) observation regarding the absence of short perfect passives. This
account suggests that short perfect passives can be formed, but due to the disyllabic constraint, the
form of the short perfect passive is rendered indistinguishable from the long perfect passive by i.
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This unified account of simple and perfect passives hinges on two crucial points. First, i is the
default vowel, not a. Second, formations of passives, simple or perfect passives, must make reference
to disyllabicity. Thus, the passive conjugations constitute independent evidence for positing a
disyllabic reduplicative template and treating i, not a, as the default vowel.

With i established as the default vowel, we can simplify the analysis in (24). i insertion need not
be stated as a rule. Following Archangeli (1984), Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1989), and Abaglo and
Archangeli (1989), a default vowel is one that is not specified and its feature content is specified via
redundancy rules. In Swati reduplication, i appears only when a template is not saturated. In the case
of a CVCVC root, the disyllabic template can be satisfied with the copied base melody. With regard
to a CVC or VC root, mapping of the base melody and a insertion fill up the template. Only a C root
verb cannot meet the disyllabic constraint with the base melody and a. Consequently, i surfaces only
if the root possesses a single consonant.

What is Swati a if it is not a default melody? This is where Kikuyu base -independent melody
becomes relevant. Kikuyu a reveals the major trait of "prespecification" in its descriptive sense. Even
though Swati is a different language from Kikuyu, they are related in that they are both Bantu
languages. Moreover, as a morphological process, diminutive reduplications of this type are widely
attested in the Bantu family (Meinhof 1932). Given that there is evidence suggesting that a is not the
default vowel, it is natural to assume that Swati a is a case of "prespecification" on a par with Kikuyu
a. This assumption is made in my accounts of Kikuyu and Swati where the base -independent melody
is stated via insertion. Under Selective Copy, there is a second alternative -prespecification -which I
argue against below.

2.3 Against prespecification

There are two logically plausible mechanisms whereby the base - independent melody can be
formalised within Selective Copy: i) insertion and ii) prespecification. So far, I have assumed insertion
in my analyses of Kikuyu and Swati a's. However, an equally plausible hypothesis is prespecification.
Even though Kikuyu provides no direct evidence against prelinking a to the disyllabic template, there
is ample evidence from Swati and other languages suggesting that prespecification is incapable of
handling certain cases of base - independent melody (McCarthy and Prince 1986 and 1988). Moreover,
insertion has been shown to be independently required in other phonological processes (Steriade 1988).
However, it should be emphasized that my arguments against Exhaustive Copy do not hinge on
whether there is compelling evidence against prespecification in Kikuyu. Swati a alone constitutes
the crux of the argument against Exhaustive Copy. In the preceding section, the data from passive
formations exclude the possibility of treating a as a default vowel. This section further eliminates
prespecification as the mechanism whereby the base -independent a can be expressed.

Consider the following contrasts from Swati reduplication. As indicated by the down arrow, the
location of a shifts from the first syllable to the second syllable in the reduplicant

(34) CVC or VC vs. C Roots

a. goba -gob 'bend a little' vs. nayi -n 'rain a little'
1 1

b. osa -yos 'roast a little' vs. dlayi -dl 'eat a little'

This provides direct evidence against prespecification. For if prelinking were invoked, we would be
forced to posit three templates: one with a prespecified to the second syllable for CVC or VC roots
and another one with a prelinked to the first syllable for C roots. In addition, to explain the
reduplication of CVCVC roots (linci- lingis `resemble a little') requires yet a third template with no
base - independent melody. There are two problems with such an analysis. First, it complicates the
analysis of Swati reduplication. Moreover, positing three templates loses the generalization that
diminutive reduplication is a single morphological process.
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Further consideration of base -independent phenomena from other languages argues against
prespecification. McCarthy and Prince (1986) discuss a number of cases of reduplication involving
base- independent melody. One case is Kolami word reduplication which shows the base -independent
melodies gi /gii:

(35) Kolami Word Reduplication

a.
b.
c.
d.

pal
iir
kota
maasur

pal -gil
iir -giir
kota -gita
maasur- giisur

'tooth'
'water'
'bring it'
'men'

Kolami reduplication defies a prespecification account. In order for a base -independent melody to
be prespecified, the template must be able to specify its internal prosodic structure, to which a base -
independent melody is prelinked. But words differ in size and in internal prosodic constituency. Thus,
for any given word there is a corresponding suprasegmental structure. A phonological word template
cannot spell out the prosodic units for each word without being infinitely long. Consequently,
prespecification is not an option.

In addition to evidence against prespecification, there is independent evidence for insertion
adopted here. Steriade (1988) cites the treatment of ablaut in the English strong verbs. She points out
that the analysis of sing vs. sang provided by Halle and Mohanan (1985) requires the insertion of
[ 4-low] into the matrix of the root vowel. Such insertions, she claims, are formally identical to the
insertion of base -independent melody adopted here.

It should be evident from this discussion that prespecification is inadequate to express base -
independent melodies in reduplication. Swati a is of particular significance in that it cannot be
formalized without unnecessary proliferation of templates. This result further suggests that the
analysis of the base- independent vowel a via insertion is motivated in Swati.

To summarize, this analysis of Swati reduplication supports prosodic templates advocated by
Selective Copy. In particular, the base- independent melody must make reference to a segmentally
unspecified template in order to distinguish CVCVC roots from ones that cannot supply sufficient
melodies. By definition, a template is an unfurnished architecture; thus it allows a straightforward
definition of a insertion.

Motivation propelling an insertion treatment takes two steps. First, as evidenced by simple and
perfect passive formations, i is filled in as a default vowel, excluding a in that capacity in Swati.
Kikuyu a further establishes Swati a as an instance of base - independent melody. Second, once it is
shown that a is a base -independent vowel, Selective Copy in principle allows two options: i) insertion
and ii) prespecification. Evidence from Swati and further consideration of base -independent facts
favor an insertion analysis.

3 Against Exhaustive Copy

A crucial property of Swati base - independent a is that its appearance is conditioned by a
segmentally insufficient base. But significantly, such a base is deficient in another way; its prosodic
constituency is not sufficient, either. Under Exhaustive Copy, insertion must access an existing
prosodic structure of the copied base; yet, this structure is not present in an insufficient base. Section
3.1 addresses this point in detail. Section 3.2 attempts to salvage Exhaustive Copy by retaining its
basic premises while incorporating an additional assumption. Section 3.3 further considers whether
or not a parameter can generate prosodic units which a base fails to supply. The conclusion is evident;
Exhautive Copy cannot provide a principled mechanism to express the base - independent melody in
Swati.
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3.1 Exhaustive Copy

Two properties that differentiate Exhaustive Copy from Selective Copy are: i) parameters of
weight and syllablic markedness and ii) exhaustive copying. As pointed out in Section 1.2, the
parameters are stated in terms of prosodic units, which function as instructions governing how
matching procedures are executed. This characteristic of Exhaustive Copy drives a specific copying
mechanism. It must copy the segmental melody and prosodic constituency of the base. A matching
procedure like "Eliminate all but the first syllable" cannot be carried out unless the base identifies the
syllable boundaries.

A further consequence of this model is that base -independent melodies must be expressed via
insertion. Moreover, insertion must refer to an existing prosodic constituency. Steriade (1988, 78)
explains:

"Prespecified reduplication results from the insertion of segments or features into the copied base.
The locus of insertion is an existing syllable...Unlike the segments affixed by concatenation, the
segments introduced by insertion cannot generate a new syllable. They must find their place in
an existing syllable."

Under Exhaustive Copy, insertion into an existing structure is not just a logical option, but a necessity
driven by parameters devoid of prosodic constituency. A further point bears repeating here as well.
Steriade claims that insertion cannot produce new prosodic structures. Two consequences follow from
this statement i) a copied base must possess the structure for defining insertion or ii) parameters must
be able to create prosodic structures which a base cannot supply.

This reliance upon the prosodic constituency of the copied base is problematic. Consider the
results of exhaustive copying for CVC and C roots in (36). My notation follows that of Steriade
(1988), who assumes that syllables are composed of onsets (0) and rhymes (R). The location of a
insertion is highlighted with parentheses.

(36) a. soba -gob "bend a little" b. nayi -n "rain a little"

o o/ \ /
ORO ORO O O

I I I I I I

gob ( ) gob n ( ) n

It should be apparent that an insufficient base lacks certain prosodic structures as well melodic
content. Regarding CVC roots, this entails that no syllable can be constructed on b alone. Roots
containing a single consonant exacerbate this problem even further; they are devoid of syllablic
structures entirely. In order to precisely define a insertion, reference to syllabic units is critical. Yet
it is exactly those which lack prosodic constituency that access to such units is essential. This paradox
is a logical consequence of a model which relies on parameters. It cannot be resolved unless melodyless
prosodic structures are posited in the base. This option is taken seriously in the following section.

3.2 An alternative

It is noted that a insertion requires reference to the base prosodic units. But these units are not
available in roots with insufficient melodies. One logical possibility is to augment the base with
prosodic structures that are left unspecified for featural matrixes, as shown for a CVC base:
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(37) aoba -gob 'bend a little'

a O O a a a

/I /I /I /I /I /I
O ROR --> OROR ORORIII III III
g ob gob g o b

A C verb then requires a representation in (38):

(38) nayi -n 'rain a little'

a a a a a a/I/I /I/I /I/IO ROR --> OROR OROR
I I I

n n n

Even though such representations as (37) and (38) make it possible to state insertion, theyare clearly
problematic. Proliferation of melodyless prosodic structures is highly unconstrained; there is no
principle governing whether a specific base should or should not posit empty prosodic constituency.
Furthermore, these segmentally unspecified prosodic structures are a stipulation. Their existence
should predict that Swati morphology and /or phonology can and do make reference to or use of these
prosodic units. Specifying them remains defenseless without such evidence.

3.3 Summary

This discussion points to a fundamental flaw inherent in a model of reduplication that relieson
reducing excessive materials to derive shape -invariance. An important flip side of reduction is base
expansion -a point not elaborated on in Steriade (1988). This problem is pointed out by Mutaka and
Hyman (1987, 42) in their analysis of Kinande reduplication, which requires a foot -sized reduplicant
from a monosyllabic stem.

Steriade (1988, 82) does mention certain instances of base expansion. One such case is Mokilese
where the reduplicative affix requires a heavy monosyllable. In the case of a light syllable word,
Steriade explains: "When the stem is monosyllabic and light (e.g. pa `weave'), it is lengthened: paa -pa.
The same lengthening procedure is used in polysyllabic stems like di.ar `find', where the first and
second syllables stand in hiatus: dii- di.ar."

But what is not spelt out is how lengthening takes place. Under either a skeletal or moraic
approach, vowel length is represented as either (39a) or (39b). Thus, lengthening usually results from
mapping vocalic features into a skeletal or moraic position, as shown in (40):

(39) a. X X
\ /
a

(40) a. X X
I.-,,
a

b.

b.

With regard to pa, the copied base does not supply the second skeletal or moraic position for
lengthening. This problem is a parallel case to Swati a. A crucial question that confronts Exhaustive
Copy is: what mechanism is responsible for creating an extra position? There are two options. First,
a lengthened vowel projects an extra X or µposition independently of weight parameters. This option
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is problematic; it cannot explain why every vowel does not project such a position.
A second option is that weight parameters can insert prosodic structures. Unless a specific weight

parameter is satisfied, it can generate prosodic units for such operations as lengthening and insertion
to take place. Even though a logical possibility, we need to consider it in relation to the definition of
parameters. Recall that a critical property that marks Exhaustive Copy as a competing model of
reduplication rather than a notational variant is that it ascribes a central role to parameters. By
definition, parameters are not templates; they are distinct in that they do not possess prosodic
structures, even though they are stated in terms of prosodic units. Allowing parameters to create
prosodic contituency essentially removes this distinction between parameters and templates. How can
parameters inserting prosodic constituency be distinguished from templates coming with it?

The conclusion emerging from this discussion is clear. Exhaustive Copy cannot offer an internally
consistent analysis of a insertion in Swati and base expansion cases in general. As demonstrated in
Section 3.2, Exhaustive Copy must stipulate empty prosodic structure to account for the insertion of
Swati a. Or it must allow weight parameters to create prosodic constituency, which renders parameters
a notational variant of templates.

4 Further Considerations

A fundamental property that distinguishes Selective Copy from Exhaustive Copy is how each
views the shape -invariance of reduplication. Central to an account of shape- invariance by Selective
Copy are templates defined independently by the prosody of individual languages. In contrast,
parameters play a critical role in deriving the shape- invariant property of reduplication under
Exhaustive Copy. This conceptual difference has further implications within an overall theory of
morphology. In particular, I demonstrate that a templatic approach -but not a parametric approach -can
provide a straightforward explanation of two types of morphological processes: i) roots without
constituency and ii) bases with circumscribed domains.

Roots without Constituency. There are two well- argued and documented instances of roots
without prosodic constituency: i) Semitic roots (McCarthy 1979, 1981, 1990) and ii) Yawelmani roots
(Archangeli 1983). Both cases receive an appealing account from the templatic approach. In the
following, I will focus only on Semitic roots to illustrate the point.

In Classical Arabic, verb formation consists of a root and an aspect and voice -marking affix. An
important property of Arabic roots and inflectional affixes is that the root supplies only the
consonantal melodies whereas the inflectional affix determines the vowel melodies. Examination of
a surface triliteral root /ktb/ `write' in two binyans makes this point clear.

(41) Perfective Imperfective
Binyan Active Passive Active Passive

I katab kutib aktub uktab
II kattab kuttib ukattib ukattab

McCarthy (1979, 1981) argues convincingly that roots be separated from inflectional affixes in
autosegmental representations. Specifically, a root consisting only of an ordered set of consonants is
represented on a tier distinct from the tier occupied by the affixal vowel melodies. The phonological
shape of a particular verb is derived by mapping the root consonantism and affixal vocalism into an
independent template. This is illustrated in (42):

(42) Affixal Vocalism

Template

Root Consonantism

a
/ \
CVCVC (katab)
\I/
ktb
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This account of Arabic verbs hinges on a template for defining the structure of a verb. Without the
set of vocalic and consonantal slots, mapping of root consonantism and affixal vocalism cannot be
achieved. Even though it is not clear how these templates can be defined by the prosody of Arabic,
the templatic character of this analysis is straightforward. Crucially, templates must possess structures
like those prosodic templates utilized in the analyses of reduplication.

In contrast, it is not obvious how a parametric approach can account for languages like Arabic
and Yawelmani. As pointed out earlier, parameters do not possess constituent structures even though
they are stated in terms of constituents. Execution of a given parameter relies on the prior presence
of such constituents. But in the case of Arabic root consonantism /ktb /, there is no structure except
that these segments are ordered with respect to each other. Thus the Arabic case presents a serious
challenge for the parametric approach advocated by Exhaustive Copy.

Bases with Circumscribed Domains. A significant characteristic of bases with circumscribed
domains is that they create a mismatch between a circumscribed base and the surface result it yields.
This mismatch can go in both ways. Either a base can be larger in size than the surface result like
French hypocoristics discussed in Steriade (1988) or smaller than the base. It is the latter case we are
concerned with here. In the following, I will focus my discussion on the formation of Japanese
hypocoristics, even though a similar mismatch is found also in McCarthy and Prince's (1990) analysis
of Arabic Broken Plurals. My argument in favor of the templatic approach again hinges on the fact
that such cases require base expansion -a property that the parametric approach is ill- equipped to deal
with.

Ishihara (1990) discusses one way of hypocoristic formation in the Okinawan dialect of Japanese.
Descriptively, this type of hypocoristic formation involves taking the first two syllables of a name and
expanding them into two bimoraic syllables. This is shown in (43):

(43) Hypocoristic Formation

a. satosi --> saatoo
b. mayumi --> maayuu

Ishihara's analysis of (43) includes two components: i) a heavy foot template [au. aF and ii) a
prosodically circumscribed base [a a]F. The following three -step derivation illustrates the analysis.
Step (a) shows the template and the portion of the base circumcribed for mapping. Steps (b) and (c)
result from left -right mapping and spreading.

(44) (a) (b) (c)

F F F/ \ / \ / \
o o o o o o
I \ I \ --> \ \ --> \u PA P A

I144\
uµ

I I 1/ I/
sa to sa to sa to

What is crucial here is that the base utilized for mapping must be defined as the initial two syllables;
otherwise, surface forms of hypocoristic formation are unexpected. Since the initial two syllables of
the base can both be light, base expansion is necessary to create two bimoraic syllables. Under the
templatic approach, this can be accounted for straightforwardly by a left -to -right spreading rule
conditioned by templatic satisfaction.

Under the parametric approach, there is no explanation of hypocoristic formation in Japanese.
Even though both the surface result of hypocoristic formation ([o, a,]F) and the circumscribed
base [o a]F can be defined by parameters, it is not clear how the two conspire to derive the correct
surface form. Crucially, in order for the parametric approach to account for the lengthening of
vowels, parameters must be able to insert prosodic structure. As pointed out in Section 3.3, this
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removes the distinction between templates with structures and parameters without them.
Summary. This section explores the implications of the templatic vs. parametric opposition for

an overall theory of morphology. The two examples addressed here provide independent evidence for
the templatic approach and against the parametric approach. The Arabic consonantal root must
depend on the template for supplying constituency structures. The Japanese hypocoristic formation
is likewise contingent on a template supplying unfilled structure for left -to -right spreading. Because
parameters are devoid of such structures by definition, the parametric approach can account for
neither case unless these parameters can create prosodic constituency. Under this interpretation,
parameters are no more than a notational variant of templates advocated by Selective Copy.

5 Conclusion

This paper addresses the central question of deriving shape - invariance in two competing models
of reduplication: Selective Copy and Exhaustive Copy. A core difference is shown to be the templatic
vs. parametric opposition. Contingent on this opposition are two further distinctions in copying and
expressions of insertion. These distinctions are examined against Swati diminutive reduplication,
which reveals the base - independent melody a. Crucially, a insertion requires access to segmentally
unspecified prosodic units. Under Selective Copy, templates provide exactly the right structures for
defining insertion. In contrast, there is no internally consistent mechanism to express a insertion
within Exhaustive Copy.

This incapability points to a basic problem that the parametric approach must come to terms with
how to account for instances of reduplication that involve base expansion rather than base reduction.
Unless a mechanism is found, the truth remains that Exhaustive Copy, with its parametric approach,
cannot provide an unified account of base expansion cases in reduplication.
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